
Smoke Spill in the Hound’s Throat 
 
 
Let’s say the hound was the left side 
of the body. Did not represent it, 
but was it. A toenail is not a torn tongue 
taken hostage by maggots and sea lice. 
Sometimes nails in the mouth are nails 
in the mouth. Bring me a hammer, 
and we’ll close off all possibility. 
Speak unto me—through me— 
I told the leaves closing off the throat. 
Birch-bark smoke in the eye of the parrot. 
Let me say the names of all the hound-dog 
dead, asking you to repeat my blood-mouth 
with a bandage of dilapidated moon. 
John said Kent said that Mary Ann said the saying 
needs a mouth. Let me sip the smoke spill 
in the hound dog’s throat. Life is fluid, our 
death evaporating in drifts and draughts. 
Let’s say death was the left ventricle 
of the heart. Did not say it, nor point 
to indirect blood oceans. A parrot 
repeats sparrow secretions it once heard  
all the way from Bangalore when the peacock 
gave off its amorous display of stiff milk-light. 
How is it the slow heart of the hound absorbs 
the gauzy fear of the man next to it 
on the sofa? How calm and musk-mouth 
and moist. If I said I couldn’t live 
without a hound-dog hosting of blood, 
would you name me crazy-clocked moon? 
Banish me to Borneo and a remote 
mountain lake, where the world’s only fresh water 
shrimp are larger than small? John said Joe said 
that Jean said if you don’t de-vein its excretory 
canal something carnal and dark will inhabit 
your heart. There are dreams that dream there are jungles 



where all the dreaming is done by parrot fish 
inheriting the trees. Suzuki said, 
Birds swim in the ocean, fish fly 
in the trees. Let me repeat a series of grief- 
spilled words as if what is hound is only heart. 
It takes a long time to bring a hound dog 
into the sparrow nests of the chest. 
There are splinters that snap like water 
in the wake of love and in how the world 
gives off its giving of us in maps 
of hayricks and raccoon hollers 
that are in the body and of the body 
but never mere words pointing back through. 



If a Hound Dog Dies, It Does Not Die, Or the Ghost of Vallejo Is Pink 
 
 
Was a hallucinatory season. 
A barred owl in my chest. Opiated 
with scent, hound dogs took the woods as heaven. 
One plus one kept adding up to zero. 
I kept reading Wang Wei through the desperate 
voice of Vallejo. Bill had said his ghost 
was pink. I’ve had that Zen koan in my mouth 
thirty-eight years, right next to the lightning 
bugs that somehow keep the Wabash washing 
through my veins. We are alive for such short 
deaths. I can’t bring myself to think hound dogs 
might enter the woods forever. If they 
must, I beg their essence conjure my mouth. 
Right there next to moonlight and cruel groin fire. 
 
We are alive for such a short death, we 
somehow manage to live as possum-rinse dark, 
see marsupial mouth movements as rain. 



We Are All Capable of Leaving Our Insides in a Bottle on a Shelf 
 
 
Came to that. Heard it. Sensed it in the sedge. 
If you want to understand a hound dog 
learn to love what is lost and plowed only 
in the unearthed. It’s two below tonight 
in northeast Indiana. Part of me 
is still on the other side of the state 
camped in a pup tent past the old green shed. 
Not just in summer, but the year after 
Roger Maris passed Babe Ruth’s homer mark. 
Each year grows, one syllabic ache at a time. 
So I’m listening to Horace Silver’s 
Tokyo Blues from 1962. 
Though I guess it’s “The” Tokyo Blues. Small 
words, like memory holes, hold fractured mouth 
parts. Part her. Part me. Part owl grass bending 
 
back near the henbit. The oats. I know it 
is good luck to ward off the bad, to have hound-dog 
saliva preserved as if she never 
left the body, as if her insides still 
mattered in the breaking down of this to 
that. That’s what I need to know. That we are 
all capable of leaving our insides 
in a bottle on a shelf to be re- 
membered. One body part at a time. One 
memory recalling what it was like 
to have stepped again into a human 
body and feel the sorrow-centuries, 
wondering why we came back this time, except 
we needed to learn ourselves, to say things 
right. To love the love of a good beagle- 
hound, bringing us into the broken parts, whole. 



The Only Bar in Boonville, Indiana 
 
 
Entering, I find hound dogs have taken over the joint. 
There are people on leashes, a few roaming the rooms, 
as if looking for a bone, each person longing 
to sniff the other’s butt. The hounds are not playing cards, 
not wearing caps, not pictured sitting at a poker table wrapped 
in velvet above someone’s couch. Instead, they are themselves, 
slurping up whatever they can, slugging back the night, 
howling together at the just-risen moon filling the tiny window. 
One of the hounds—a bluetick—lifts a leg, and the others gather 
round in sacrament. As if he’s converted wine to water. 
 
A boy comes in, dressed in coonskin cap and buckskins, 
carrying a freshly bled possum. He says he’s Daniel Boone, 
but his name badge simply reads, I Am a Person. 
So are we, say the people on leashes, crowding one another to reach him. 
So are we, say the hounds, nervously pacing the bar 
as if thunder and rain. As if a big wind was headed their way. 
 
Then the bar becomes a fish market in Kankakee, Illinois. 
Then a department store in Chattanooga. Finally becoming a bar 
again, only now hundreds of miles west 
in Stillwater. The wind picks up, lifting the ears 
of the hounds so that they resemble helicopter liftoff 
and carry the look of perpetual surprise. 
 
The boy dressed in coonskin cap and skins 
is actually a girl. She says she’s Betsy Ross, 
that the dead possum is her flag. 
The men on leashes cover their hearts and sing. 
The hounds get excited. Several want to pee. 
They howl in unison, I Am Daniel Boone. 
I Am Daniel Boone. Then one by one they file out of the bar— 
which is once again in Indiana—and take to the hills 
that dip deliciously into the Ohio before crossing 
down into Kentucky, sure of their hound-dog selves 



to detect the smallest of movements and sniff out the animal. 
 
They live for the hunt. To track it—even across 
the state line—bay at it, and place it on the table 
as an offering. To the man. To the world. 
To the bond they have always shared and will. 
Oh, how they salivate at table’s edge, 
begging their men for a morsel, to reward the midnight 
tracking of their work. To partake with them the breaking 
of meat, the bending of bread. Salivating 
before them until the men lose patience, 
kick the hounds out toward the shed, and—in a huff— 
drive off for whiskey at the bar. There the warm glow 
through the window tells the men 
that this is the place. The amber-tinted place. 
The place to which the men are tethered. Slugging back 
their lives. Roaming the rooms, 
sniffing one another’s butt. They are here, 
only for the night. They are home. They are 
on a scent, hoping it will all one day be enough. 

 



A Very Large Wooden Wheel 
 
 
Scientists are not yet able to deny that there are things that are alive and things dead. 
 
* 
 
What would the conditions of life be on Venus if it sunk its morning light into burial mounds 
along the Mississippi? 
 
* 
 
While we are thinking, a hound dog is sleeping as salve to save the world. 
 
* 
 
After hatching, a silkworm asks only for food and a wooded place in which to wind its cocoon. 
 
* 
 
The daily rotation of Saturn is swift, the entire day finished in ten and a half hours. 
 
* 
 
What has been the effect of electrical progress on metallic industries? On fishing boats bobbing 
on sunset waters as if the Delta were not death? 
 
* 
 
How are maps commonly made? And who was the first person to row the river south, 
considering the glut and dearth of direction? 
 
* 
 
An orange peel, though rough, does not bark like an alligator, even as it’s rubbed and moved 
from here to there. 
 
* 



 
Give me two anchor hounds to hold back the pack. The beautiful sound of all they ground. 
 
* 
 
Give me a tree whose roots reach from Crothersville, Indiana, to the center of the Gobi, then all 
the way back to Indianola, Mississippi. 
 
* 
 
Any compressed emotion is the tube of a telescope, turned backwards, with fireworks inside. 
 
* 
 
We look into ourselves, even as we look at others? 
 
* 
 
The first three times I take a hound dog out at night, I do not turn it loose. 
 



You Walked Off Into the Woodsy Reaches of the Afternoon 
 

—for Barney 
 
 
It’s all ache and dust. Your smoky voice that 
shaped me even as I thought it was me 
entering the world as my one true self. 
There is no self, you said, in so many 
wordless words. Sniff here, pee there. It is all 
one big bog-drunk moon where the owls refuse 
the heavenly stepladder of the oaks. 
I’ve been known to praise shagbark hickory 
and sugar maple as a singular 
mouth. And I have remained solitary, 
ghost-voiced, even as the body regards 
itself in the stunning mirrors of friendship. 
Things grow, one syllable at a time, 
 
and lose themselves at will when your hound-self walked 
off into woodsy reaches of empty 
afternoon, though full of possum-trot wind. 
I love you and will always love the way 
you reached into me for more of who you are. 
Yes, I grow, even in your death, even 
when I can’t say the word itself, that word 
reaching in to tell me one day me too. 
As you followed me but scoured ahead. 
As you swallowed me, as the earth opened 
you, so wide I could see inside the insides 
of things and learn the way bee flight could manage 
the trees, grass, the broomsedge moon. Of me. Of you. 
 



Snake Eggs Are a Sure Cure for Stutters 
   
 
They say that sore mouth (thrush) in a baby can be cured with tansy tea. That wood struck by 
lightning is unlucky—to remove the spell, sprinkle it with greasy dishwater. They say if you 
look into a spring at midnight on Halloween you will see, by light of your fatwood torch, the 
reflected face of your future husband or wife. That the calling of a tree frog means rain. That 
the first one of a newly married couple to step over the doorsill will be the first to die. 
 
But what of this light rain tonight in Fort Wayne, Indiana, somehow echoing in Tennessee’s 
Loosahatchie River? This mournful scraping—constant in the chimney, like moon coins 
dropping sorrow into a slot? Like the donkey, over and again, grinding cornmeal in my gut? 
What of regret and sore mouth and sidewalk gum on the sole of a shoe? Somehow things get 
confused. All the mournful colors meld. Surely my itchy scrotum must mean I will one day be 
comforted by drying the ear silk of a rain-drenched redbone hound named Blue. That the bay of 
an Arkansas bluetick at midnight will somehow forecast a dawn canopy of redbud leaves in 
Yellowwood Forest. That my night sweats of giving a poetry reading naked might one day come 
true, and my wife’s future lover—dapper and svelte—will strut in late during the third line of 
the third poem I offer, shyly, from behind the podium. 
 
Yet there is order in our fears, even in sore mouth. In thrush. If a black cat licks its fur the 
wrong way it will either rain, or trouble will come to the family. If a beagle-hound howls three 
times, with its head turned to the left, I will easily pass the tea-leaf-reading exam, then learn 
enough Chinese to finally translate the poems of Wang Wei and Meng Chiao into the language 
pace of snails. The fruit of a horse chestnut, carried in the left pocket, will surely prevent 
lightning from entering the right nostril, even as it might cache in my left. Crushed toenails of a 
Treeing Walker Hound will be a charm against midnight suddenly turning into noon, the 
cypress trees into cruel salt pillars of stiffly walking rain. 
 
If I told you that last week one night I forgot to sleep, would you write the Possum Woman, the 
Snake Woman in the canebrake down along the banks of the Suwannee, asking after the drawl 
of their advanced age? Would you consider making a broth from the complicated bones of a 
coral snake, then chant my name, over and again, in the middle of the night above steam rising 
as you squat beneath the full moon to mark each hour with the asparagus scent of your pee? 
 
I wish I. I know I. I might and then more or less my mouth. 
 



This stutter. This gutter-shove of words. This shuttling, more mouth-splint than tongue-
tendered sung. 
 
This rain, tonight, in Fort Wayne. Blowing in from Illinois. From the Mississippi. From  
the banks of the Kankakee. And the gum that will never leave the bottom of my shoe. Someone 
out there knows a great deal about curing sick people, about how to calm the nervous baying of 
a hound. How to train a beagle to trail—cold scent—yet teach it to  
have the softest of mouths. But what of the soul—those smoky innards of thought we’ve been 
asked to keep secret when we speak? How might we trail and scent upon them and bawl-mouth 
our howl? Ask Obidiah the Cow Woman. Ask Ona and her dancing cranes. Ask Ole Eustace in 
the moon bend of the swamp. They’ll likely say turn your pockets wrong side out to prevent 
sickness or death, in the wake of the hoot of an exasperated owl. That a loadstone from a deer 
carried in the pocket gives the power to produce twins. At will. That picking ‘sang—for tea—in 
the moon’s thirteenth hour hones the reflexes when the barn owl swoops low across the 
shoulder. 
 
I would never birth another. Would never modify my slipped-speech grief. I would never 
insane—let’s say—anything as much as me. Though in sorrow, new verbs arise, and my stutter-
shove of words might twin. Might double back and split. And two beagle-pups might arrive. Or 
hound dogs—a redbone and a bluetick. Or maybe the midnight pairing of a Fox Hound and a 
Plott? 
 
I once heard talk that an eagle stone—taken from the groin of a bird while alive—will keep a 
husband or wife faithful. That drinking ginger tea will loosen the belly. Dispel the bloat. That 
the juice of a boxwood, when sipped through a possum-innard straw, could cure a toothache. 
 
I wish I. I know I. I might and then more or less from sleep. 
 
One one-thousand. Two. Shear the belly-spur. Recite the thread count of the sheet. Count the 
sheep with grub-head as they leap across the fence into the near-rest of your sleep. 
 
Pay your debts with silver rather than with folded money. Scent the Mississippi in the Ohio 
melding into it, dropping into Tennessee and flowing all the way into the Loosahatchie. Be sure 
to pet seven dogs seven times at seven minutes past seven on the eleventh day of the eleventh 
month. Puffball fungus, of course, won’t stop a nosebleed nor drop a skin mole from the neck. 
But a live frog cut in two, and applied hot, is a sure cure for words. For their stutter-clutch and 
crush. For the scabies and warts that cling to them. To their undersides. Like ticks to a tree. 



Waiting for wind to pass over them. Through. Passing them onto us, as we stumble and shove 
ourselves through the moonbit woods. One sentence to the next.  
 



Walking the Night Woods, Taking the Darkness into the Cells of My Body, I Realize 
All I’ve Ever Realized Is Words Only and, Thus, Only Part of Who I Am 

 
 
And stood in a star-sparked meadow. And heard 
lost parts of myself in the barred owl’s screech, 
thunder in the long wood. Cutover I 
walked through. Deadfall in the hardwood river 
bottom. Chokecherries. Ripple-wind. Marshy 
maidenhair ferns among the hummock scrub. 
Said I wished I. Said words that wouldn’t work. 
Said and said till I broke the saying whole. 
Yes, I’m a hound-dog man. Scent is the way 
I speak. Rabbit-scratch. Quail boiling out 
of thicket cover. Fractured word-fracture 
toward the primordial pull of pre-phrase 
sound. Midnight as dawn in sugar maples. 
Oak. In hound-dog snout taking in the ground. 



Ode to the Unnamed Redbone Hound in The Outlaw Josey Wales 
 

“I don’t believe that story about Josey Wales. . . . I don’t believe  
no five pisteleros could do in Josey Wales.” 

—Fletcher, near the film’s close 
 
 
And I don’t believe gunblasts 
of no five pisteleros could out-echo 
a redbone hound on scent giving loud tongue 
all lantern-night long. And I don’t believe 
they never let this hound enter the Lost Lady 
saloon in Santa Rio. Yes, I love its baying 
and its howl. I love all its decibels of red. 
Its red-blush ghost-self slinking on the trail. 
Its snarl-face at the bounty hunters’ spur-stride 
on the boardwalk outside the saloon. 
Its smooth-coat. Its no-name. 
Its silken ears dragging the ground. 
Even that hound dog gait when it’s spit on, 
the tobacco juice of a trail-worn 
outlaw. Even its hill-country, its coat 
swamp-water red with the weight 
of blood-sunken moons swelling with sunrise. 
 
I love it like I love all the nameless 
hounds who wander the American 
southwest through this film 
or that. Through cacti and locust and Comanche 
country. I love it as I watch Josey Wales 
for the tenth, maybe eleventh, time. 
I know my favorite character should be 
Josey, the Gray Ghost himself. 
We should all love a man who wants not to be 
disturbed. Who wants only his mule and plough 
and Missouri roots and, yes, a little clear 
water stream out back of the cabin. 
 



I figure I should love best the wide Kansas eyes 
of Laura Lee, or the pithy Cherokee wisdom 
of old Lone Watie. Should love the ebullient 
skirts and bountiful breasts of Miss Rose 
from the Lost Lady, the way she dances the campfire 
at Crooked Ranch over by Blood Butte 
and takes the amber backburn 
of whiskey with her card player friends, Travis 
and Ten Spot. I should even love the fierce face paint 
of Ten Bears on his just-as-fierce war pony. 
And I do. Love them all. But I’ve always loved best 
the unnamed scars and strays 
of our lives. The darting. The hunched. Wanderers  
whom the heavens forget as starlight  
pours the reflection of red comet tails 
into the stiff guard hairs of a dog. 
Yes, I love best the unnamed redbone 
who tags along—mid-film—as just one more 
stray globbing onto Josey as he learns 
to turn from war. How could the filmmakers 
neglect to give the dog a name? To not say who 
he or she was in either the opening 
credits or the close? To ignore its backwoods 
bloodlines and all the ups and downs 
of the hollers, as if they slept away 
the animal and only six-shooters 
mattered and their dead? 
 
I swear that hound gets more time off screen 
than on, gnawing a stick, barking the wind, 
even howling—out of sight—when the good 
guys whiskey-dance the fire, play concertina, 
and sing. Such a voice of pleading 
pleasure needs a name, a place in the history 
of the West, something firm, like good grazing 
ground. Permanent, say, like the belief 
that treaties signed in blood should never go wrong. 
 



A hound’s face always looks mournful, 
says Jim Kjelgaard. And it is sad— 
more so without a name, like stumbling through 
Comanche country, having lost your scalp, 
or measuring your approximate mouth 
in Indiana by the number of leaves 
a tree falls. Such a sweet hound 
look deserves more than off-camera howling. 
More than Josey’s tobacco juice streaming 
at it—a hundred and two minutes, eighteen seconds 
in—as if saying, You’re only a dog; piss on you. 
Such determination ought to bark back more 
of Fletcher’s words: Don’t piss down my back and tell me 
it’s raining. Such redbone grace ought to be known 
by something as flouncey as Rose. Strong 
as Chief. As feared, maybe, as Pistelero. 
I don’t believe names notched on the gunbelt 
of no five pisteleros can ever add up 
to what’s missing in his life when Josey finally 
gives up the war, and they roll the credits, 
and the redbone hound is written off without 
even a paw print into tumbleweed and dust, 
though the key grip, gaffer, and Panavision are there. 
 
Sometimes trouble just follows a man, Josey spits 
into the sage. This dog was never 
no trouble. Barely seen. A quirk 
of a revisionist western  
that questioned the genre. Strange 
how even those sad hound eyes keep following 
Josey, as if searching for sunset 
in the letters of its name, longingly, 
on the screen’s final horizon. 
Who was the dog who played that part? 
What did his fellow actors call him 
during breaks when they scratched behind the ears? 
Was she male? Was he female? 
And what was his or her life like 



after the film? Was there a sofa and lap 
and a good woodstove filled with hardwood 
cherry that could slow-burn 
the gray winter weather away? 
 
I don’t believe no five pisteleros 
could do in Josey Wales, 
and I don’t reckon six, seven, or even eight 
could ever act the role of the hound 
as loyal and as well, even if—scarred 
and stubbly—they spun the cylinders 
of their guns, looking for an empty chamber 
they thought only an unnamed bullet—uncredited 
as it train-tracked the dead—could one day fill. 
 
  



You Ask About the Opioid Epidemic, and I Hand You a Mirror of Possum Blood 
 
 
Pain. We are as addicted to one another’s pain as desert wind is to rain. 
You know the old adage: Death by a thousand gorillas. 
 
He couldn’t sleep without his codeine cough syrup. 
Something sweet had finally entered his blood, crawling him back into his sheets to  
     dream of moonscapes in the mountains of Mozambique. 
 
If you want to understand the migration habits of hen eels, look into the wavy creases of    
     the mirror each morning you wake from the dead. 
We survive the night in the way we survive being human. The way we revive salt baths in  
     our blood. Memory of this sad hair and that. 
 
Yes, she moved south to become a game warden in the Great Dismal Swamp. 
Sure, she kept hound dogs as the only relief from a life of loneliness and joy. 
 
We need relief from joy? Blueticks. Redbones. Treeing Walkers. 
We are addicted to lantern-following something we trust into the swampy dark. 
 
Finally, we hear about the opioid epidemic. Nightly. Before the news. Before we cough  
     the phlegm of a dead goldfish onto a hanky. 
Lives are scraped inside out while politicians argue whether teachers should carry and  
     conceal blow darts dipped in the bladder of a termite-eating frog. 
 
Pain. We are addicted to walking the dog into the lounging cat-stretches of the afternoon. 
Redbones. Blueticks. OxyContin, Percocet, Vicodin. 
 
If you want to understand toxicity, look into the fear of the averted glance. The loneliness  
     of the empty donation box. The possum each night driven into the woods by the  
     alluring scent of coyote scat. 
Look in the mirror and ask yourself why some days, love. Other days, shame. 
 
The business of being human is a sad thing. 
Death by a thousand hound dogs, he said, to no one in particular, sipping codeine before  
     work. Coughing himself into the nightshift. Entering a life of knife cuts again and  
     again. 



 Returning to the Poems of Wang Wei, I Hear the World 
of the Ten Thousand Things, Even on Empty Mountain 

1. 
The barn stands still, quiet with the slow movement 
of animals. Inside the barn, another barn. 
Invisible swirls of plant life and growth. 
Like a heart in the human body. In the dog body 
of stars. A star impersonating my life. 
A ghost voice I am afraid sometimes to hear. 
 
2. 
Tonight, full moon in my throat, 
I return to your poems, Wang Wei. 
This is how I hear the world of the ten thousand things. 
Quiet Buddhist, you were seized, as you say, by grief. 
And so am I when I return with you 
to the sorrow place in “Return to Wang River.” 
How can you keep calling to me through centuries? 
Keep knowing my name. Keep crawling to me 
here in Indiana in the 3:17 a.m. train 
whistle peeling back the rain? The sound of it 
in the distance. Passing through like a life. 
Insistent. Dissolving. Vaguely there. Like a chilled breath 
in air. Like a barn within a barn. The animal within. 
Or the legendary primeval tea trees from Yunnan Province, bowing 
in frost-bitten moonlight, swaying, Drink us—we are your heart. 
 
3.  
Yes, I’m drinking Ti Kuan Yin, Iron Goddess of Mercy, tea. 
Yes, Bootsie’s at my side. Just as she curls, 
every night, against me on the sofa. 
The hound-dog part of me wants the woods, a field 
of chickweed. Brome. Midnight-thick scent 
of possum. Raccoon. Even the occasional waddling 
of a skunk. All the loss. Years of exile. 
Wang, too, was on a scent. 
As he tracked himself on Empty Mountain. 
How can so much open space contain more 



than the eye can hear? Than the ear can taste? 
Synesthesia is not just a word. 
Touch? Let me stroke my hound and enter her earth. 
The Indiana woods, her paw-twitching dreams. 
Sycamore. Pin oak. Elm. 
Sourwood. Sassafras. Sweetgum. 
A joyful breathing unlike anything remotely human. 
One man and one dog. The center of the world. 



Today, Again 
 

“For the first time I understand 
I’m an animal too.” 

—Tom Hennen 
 
Folded into an ancient 
Chinese poem 
tucked inside a flake 
of night, I realize I am 
fully part hound dog. Snow 
is falling. Snow keeps 
falling. Snow 
and snow and snow 
covers the tracks of rabbit- 
slash I long to hold 
through the woods 
and the woods’ night. 
As if it was the eighth century 
T’ang Dynasty, and I had my life 
to live over again 
centuries forward 
from then, which would be 
now. But today, 
again. And better 
than the way I lived it 
hours ago before realizing 
I am part hound dog. Fully 
folded into these fields 
of pine boughs and weight, 
woods and snow. 



What We Lose of the Night 
 
“I love the rich running day, but I do not desert her in whom 
     I lay so long; 
I know not how I came of you, and I know not where I go 
     with you . . . . but I know I came well and shall go well.” 

—Walt Whitman 
 
 
Something gorgeous in the night wind. 
Sleep of my beagle-hound’s sleep at my side. 
Barred owls out my window throb, low, in stiffening tones. 
It is as if the night comes dark only at their call. 
And coyotes somehow know to hunker into the draw across the Elkhorn. 
Some people think me eccentric—even indulgent—to sit alone, like this, till dawn. 
Yogananda said, Solitude is the price of greatness. 
And the Chinese sages knew enough to drink oolong, alone, in the pine needles of night. 
Yes, I’m reading Po Chü-I again. 
Yes, I’m weeping with “Golden Bells” and “Remembering Golden Bells.” 
I can’t imagine losing a daughter in her third year. 
His old man’s voice, even when he was young. 
Some think such lines as these too direct. Flat as an Old World map. 
Where dragons etch the edges of day. 
The avant-garde would hate me. 
I want to kiss their feet. 
Wash their perfect page free of irony’s disease. 
Robert Kelly wrote, List all the things you hate and love them one by one. 
Truly. I want to bend and kiss them awake, lively as these owls 
somehow out there and in my breathing at once. 
Gorgeous night wind in the snooze-belly of my hound. 
As if sages rode up the Elkhorn on dragon boats, sipping tea, sails full of moon-breath. 
Imagine those who think I should be in bed, tucked against the dark! 
Are they dreaming now, as they sleep? Are they restless, wincing the weight of their day? 
What do they keep losing of the night? How do they keep? 
Imagine poets who consider my lines mundane. 
What do they lose of themselves in the curves of verbs, the stilts of clever words? 
I wish I could lose myself, fully, in this three a.m. Colorado mountain wind. 
Or at least love myself, finally, floating and falling in the sleep-breaths of my hound. 



Po Chü-I was such a sad poet. I wish I could have gifted him an owl. 
I wish I could have held his hand throughout the deepening dark that others fear. 
Alvaro, alone, in acute care in Albuquerque this July night as he nears 90 this October. 
I’d like to hold my friend’s dear hand, call the warmth of his dogs back home. Into it. 
We spoke yesterday by phone, tender in our years, each saying, I love you very much. 
“Golden Bells.” “Remembering Golden Bells.” She, who was three. And all that strain. 
Kelly says, List all the things you hate and love them one by one. 
I hate death and all its possible loss. 
I kneel before it, here, in the gorgeous wind of the pine trees’ breathing. 
In the snap of the owl’s wing and the terrified tending of bone. 
I only wish Po Chü-I had not been so sad. 
That I could hold the hand of every friend—even every stranger—as they sleep. And fear. 
And chant into them the closings, the coaxings, the cures. Whitman’s “The Sleepers.” 
And give them the invigoration of the night and molecular healings and blood-lettings 
and the calm chemistry of love. Passing one into the other. 
Gorgeous in the night. In the sleep medicine of night. In the hound sleep of night. 
So awake, it rests the dark. As it is of the dark. Again and again. Into and through.  
 
 

(July 25, 2016) 
 
 
 
“What We Lose of the Night” originally appeared in Malpaís Review, Vol. 6, No. 4 (final Issue 
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2017: 33-35. 
 


